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Abstract
Opinion mining is the process to analyse opinions and sentiments to recognize the orientation of people towards different
entities. Sentiment analysis attempts to detect the sentiment of a given text whether it is positive or negative. Opinions
contain very important information which may be proved to be useful for both customers and organizations. For
example, people express pros and cons of different aspects of a product in their opinions, so by analysing them, others
can be aware of different aspect of products before buying them. Opinion mining also lets companies improve products,
resolve their weaknesses and acquire useful information about their rivals. In this paper, we propose an approach for
sentiment analysis. Proposed approach improves the performance of the sentiment analysis by providing improved
efficient feature weighting scheme for sentiment analysis.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Review Analysis, Machine learning Algorithm, Opinion mining.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Online content can be categorized into objective
(facts) and opinion (subjective) on the basis of type of data.
The main focus of sentiment analysis study is to determine
whether a given review document contains positive or
negative sentiments (i.e. classify the given review
document into negative or positive polarity) [2-6].
Sentiment analysis research can be broadly classified into
two methods on the basis of the approach used for
classification i.e. Machine learning based approaches and
semantic orientation based approaches [10, 12, 14, 15, 17].
Machine learning based methods works in four phases as
shown in Figure 1.

Fig 1: Process for machine learning based sentiment
analysis
Whereas semantic orientation based methods basically
works in following phases as shown in Figure 2.

Sentiment analysis can be applied broadly categorised into
three levels on the basis of the size of the content. It can be
categorised as document level sentiment analysis, sentence
level sentiment analysis, and phrase level (aspect level,
feature level) sentiment analysis [7, 8, 9].
In this paper, we are emphasizing here on machine learning
based approach for document level sentiment analysis. We
are investigating the best machine learning algorithm for
sentiment analysis and aiming to improve the performance
of the sentiment analysis by providing improved efficient
feature weighting scheme for sentiment analysis.
Initially, unigrams and bigrams feature vectors are
constructed from the unstructured text. Further, various
weighting schemes are used to assign the weights to the
features which include semantic information and class
discriminating ability to determine the importance of the
feature for sentiment classification. We use various feature
weighting schemes namely Boolean, Term FrequencyInverse term Frequency (TF-IDF), SentiWordNet (SWN)
values, Semantic Orientation (SO) values and Categorical
Difference (CD) values. Finally, various machine learning
algorithms are used to develop the sentiment analysis
model for sentiment classification. We use four machine
learning algorithms viz. Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Naive Bayes (NB), Adaboost and Bagging algorithms [1012].
II.

PROPOSED APPROACH

In the proposed approach, initially we extract various
features i.e. unigrams, bigrams, and then various weighting
schemes are used to assign the weights to the extracted
features. Finally, we use four classification algorithms to
build the machine learning models for sentiment analysis.
Here, we present the different weighting schemes used to
assign the weights to the features extracted.
Fig 2: Process for semantic orientation based sentiment
analysis

2.1Feature Weighting Schemes
Feature weighting schemes are important for assigning the
weights to the features. It is important for the classification
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results. The most popular feature weighting schemes are
described as follows:
2.1.1. Boolean Weighting Scheme
Each document is represented as a vector of
words/terms/feature. In binary weighting scheme, feature
value is 1 (one) if a term is present otherwise it is 0 (zero).
2.1.2. TF-IDF Weighting scheme
TF-IDF weighting scheme computes the weights as
follows.
Weight wij = tfij*idfi,
where tfij is the frequency of term i in document j, and idfi
is the inverse document frequency, it measures if a term is
common or rare across documents. IDF can be calculated
by log (N/F), where N is total number of documents in the
corpus, F is number of documents where term i appears. In
other words in this method, weights are given to each term
according to how rare these terms are in other documents
[13-15].

occurring more in only one class and not occurring in other
class because if a feature would have this quality that
feature would have more discriminating power for
identifying a class attribute of a new testing sample. For
example, if a word “boring” is occurring only in negative
document and not occurring in positive documents then if
a new testing document would have a word “boring” that is
a strong indication that this new document belongs to
negative class.
Algorithm 1: Computation of Categorical Difference
value (CD)
Input: Documents (D) with labels (C) negative or
positive
Output: All the terms with the CD values, positive and
negative polarity with synonym of words and
similarity between words

2.1.3. SWN Values

t  ExtractUniqueTerms(D)

It is a WordNet like lexicon which contain words with
three scores as given below i.e.

Wp  DocumentFrequencyInPositiveClass(D,C)

(i) Positive score

Wn
(D,C)

 DocumentFrequencyInNegativeClass

(ii) Negative score, and

Step-1 Pre-Processing the reviews:

(iii) Objective score.

Remove punctuations, stop words:

For every word, positive, negative and neutral score are
having values between 0.0 to 1.0 and addition of all the
score i.e. positive score, negative score and objective score
for a word is 1.

Convert to lower:

2.1.4. Semantic Orientation (SO) Values
Initially, semantic orientation of all the words is calculated
using PMI formula. Top n words are selected based on the
semantic orientation values of the words. Further, these
semantic orientations of words are taken as weights to the
feature values.

Remove special symbols
Step-2 Get the Feature Vector List:
For w in words:
Replace two or more words
Strip:
If (w in stopwords)
Continue
Else:

Here, P(c, positive) is probability of a feature c that it
occurs in positive documents
P(c,negative) is the probability that a feature occurs in
negative

Append the file
Return feature vector
Step 3 CD value computation loop
for each t  F

2.1.5. Computation of Categorical Difference value (CD)
In this method of feature weight scheme, we assign the
weights to the features based on their importance
depending on their discriminating ability for classification.
Initially, the importance of a feature is computed on the
basis of the class discriminating ability. Further, these
scores are used to assign the weights to the features for the
classification. The method to determine the class
discriminating ability is as follows.

CD
end for
Step-4 Training the classifier using the feature vector
constructed in step 3
Step 5: Print: sentiment polarity with similar feature
words

In the proposed method, a feature is considered as
important on the basis of its occurrence in positive or
negative labelled document. A feature is important if it is
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Table 1: Confusion matrix of accuracy evaluation criteria

A. Dataset Used
We carry out experiments on a large dataset of 50000
movie reviews produced by Maas et al. (2011) [1]. The
large dataset IMDB11 contains a training set of 25000
labeled reviews and a test set of 25000 labeled reviews,
where training and test sets have 12500 positive reviews
and 12500 negative reviews in each. The dataset can be
obtained at http://ai.stanford.edu/~amaas/data/sentiment/.
In addition, we use product review datasets that consist of
amazon product reviews. This benchmark dataset (Blitzer
et al. 2007) [16] consists of various domain reviews. We
use product reviews of books domains to evaluate the
performance of all the proposed methods. This dataset
contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative review
documents.
B. Evaluation Metrics
F- measure is used for evaluating the performance of the
proposed methods. It is based on the precision and recall.
Precision for a class C is the fraction of True positives and
sum of True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP). Recall
is the fraction of True positives and sum of True Positives
and False Negative (FN).
Precision and recall for class Ci can be calculated by:

Actual
sentiment
orientation

IV.

Positive
review
Negative
review

Predicted semantic
Orientation
Positive Negative
review
review
TP
FN
FP

TN

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Initially, unigrams and bigrams feature vectors are
constructed from the unstructured text. Further, various
weighting schemes are used which include semantic
information namely Boolean, Term Frequency, TF-IDF,
SWN values, SO values and CD values. Finally, various
machine learning algorithms are used to develop the
sentiment analysis model for sentiment classification.
F-measure values of various classifiers with different
weighting schemes with unigram features on movie review
dataset are given in Table 2. It is clear from the
experiments that support vector machines (SVM) classifier
performs best among all the machine learning algorithms.
Further, it is also clear from the experiments performed that
proposed categorical difference (CD) value based feature
weighting scheme performs best among all other feature
weighting schemes.
Table 2 F-measure (in %) for various classifiers with
different weighting schemes with unigram features on
Movie review dataset

Accuracy is commonly
categorization techniques.

used

as

a

measure

for

S.
No.

1
2
3

Here,
TPi = Number of documents correctly classified to the
class.
FPi = Number of documents incorrectly classified to the
class.
FNi = Number of documents not classified to the class.
TNi = Number of documents not classified to the correct
class.

4
5

Feature
Weighting
Scheme

Boolean
TF-IDF
SWN
values
SO
values
CD
values

SVM

NB

Adaboost

Bagging

83.6 81.2
81.6 80.2

66.8
65.4

78.1
75.4

76.2 74.2

63.5

71.2

84.8 82.8

68.9

80.1

85.7 84.3

70.2

81.4

Similarly, the F-measure values are reported for various
classifiers with different weighting schemes with bigram
features on Movie review dataset in Table 3. It is also
clear from these experiments that support vector machines
(SVM) classifier performs best among all the machine
learning algorithms for bigram features and proposed
categorical difference (CD) value based feature weighting
scheme performs best among all other feature weighting
schemes.

Here β is a parameter, which can be used to give the
importance to any one precision or recall.
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Table 3 F-measure (in %) for various classifiers with
different weighting schemes with bigram features on
Movie review dataset
S.
No.

Feature
Weighting
Scheme

SVM

NB

Adaboost

Bagging

1

Boolean

77.2

74.2

63.8

75.2

2

Term
frequency

75.4

73.3

62.4

74.3

3

SO values

78.7

76.7

64.9

76.4

4

CD values

79.8

78.3

67.3

77.5

Further, support vector machine (SVM) classifier performs
best for bigram features among all the machine learning
algorithms as shown in Table 3. For example, support
vector machine (SVM) classifier gives 77.2 % with
Boolean feature weighting scheme which is better than
other classifiers viz. Naive bayes, Adaboost, and boosting
algorithms.
To make the experiments more stable, we experiment with
various proposed methods with Book review dataset.
Table 4 presents F-measure (in %) values for various
classifiers with different weighting schemes with unigram
features on Book review dataset. For book review datasets,
it is clear from the Table 4 that categorical difference
based feature weighting scheme performs best among
other feature weighting schemes
Table 4 F-measure (in %) for various classifiers with
different weighting schemes with unigram features on
Book review dataset
S.
No.

Feature
Weighting
Scheme

SVM

NB

Adaboost

Bagging

1

Boolean

76.2

75.8

70.1

72.8

2

TF-IDF

75.9

74.5

68.7

70.7

3

SWN
values

72.1

71.9

67.1

68.9

4

SO values

78.9

77.8

72.9

74.7

5

CD values

80.2

79.2

75.2

76.6

Similarly, Table 5 presents F-measure (in %) for various
classifiers with different weighting schemes with bigram
features on Book review dataset. It is shown with the
experimental results that support vector machine (SVM)
classifier gives 72.1 % with Boolean feature weighting
scheme with bigram features which is better than other
classifiers Further, proposed semantic orientation based
feature weighting scheme produced better results as
compared to Boolean, TF-IDF and SWN values based
feature weighting methods.
Table 5 F-measure (in %) for various classifiers with
different weighting schemes with bigram features on Book
review dataset

S.
No.
1
2
3

4

Feature
Weighting
Scheme
Boolean
TF-IDF
SO values

CD
values

SVM

NB

Adaboost

Bagging

72.1
70.3
74.5

71.9
69.4
72.4

67.2
65.6
68.5

70.3
69.1
72.5

75.3 74.3 70.3

73.8

Unigrams and bigrams feature vectors are constructed
from the unstructured text. Further, various weighting
schemes are used which include semantic information
namely Boolean, Term Frequency, TF-IDF, SWN values,
SO values and CD values. Finally, various machine
learning algorithms are used to develop the sentiment
analysis model for sentiment classification. Experimental
results show that proposed categorical difference (CD)
value based feature weighting schemes performed best
among other feature weighting schemes. Further, among
various machine learning algorithms, SVM classifier
performs better than other algorithms.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Opinions contain worthy information that are useful for
both customers and organizations. In this paper, we
propose a categorical difference (CD) value based feature
weighting scheme which performed better than other
feature weighting schemes. Further, support vector
machine (SVM) classifier outperformed other machine
learning algorithms. In future, we would try to explore
more effective feature weighting scheme which include
more information in assigning the weights to the features.
In addition, we would like to do the analysis more fine
grained by looking at the each aspect of the review. For
example, a camera may be good for a set of people as they
like „size‟ and „battery‟ of the camera, simultaneously the
same camera may not be liked by other set of people due
to expensive feature of the camera
VI.
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